MODULAR DRAWER CABINETS

Get the highest density storage solution for small to mid-sized products, while reducing your storage footprint by as much as 60%.

**Flexibility**

To fit your toughest space constraints, Lyon Modular Drawer Cabinets were designed around a “Building-Block” approach. This approach equips you with unequalled storage flexibility to grow as your needs do. Cabinets are offered in a variety of sizes, from 26-7/8” to 59-1/4” high and 22-13/16” to 59-5/8” wide and 30” depth.

**Precision**

Lyon drawer systems feature high-strength steel rails and precision slides with Delrin® rollers. These slides are maintenance free, self lubricating and well suited for rigorous day to day use. MDCs offer full extension, 400 pound capacity drawers.

**Security**

Select from multiple types of locking systems – single drawer, multiple drawer, or keyed alike – to provide for a safe secure storage of high-cost products.

**Efficiency**

Drawers can be subdivided into an infinite range of custom compartments to better organize your products. Lyon drawers are ergonomically designed to bring these individual compartments into full view at the best possible human reach points. This results in improved worker efficiency and increased productivity.

Learn more at lyonworkspace.com or call Customer Service at 800-323-0082
Specifications:

1. Side and back anchoring holes for multi-cabinet attachment
2. Top knock-out holes for multi-level stacking
3. Lock cylinder with dust cover and two jumbo keys
4. Single-wall drawer construction
5. Ergonomic handles with removable labels and shields
6. Removable base closure panels, both front and back
7. Rugged, reinforced cabinet base channels
8. High-performance, full extension 400 lb. drawer suspension
9. Slotted interior drawer walls accept dividers and partitions which allows for reconfiguring of drawers when needed

- Wide base opening for typical forklift access
- All attachment and anchoring fasteners included
- 90 cabinet sizes
- 15 drawer heights available
- 7 color choices creating 49 cabinet/drawer-door combinations

Learn more at lyonworkspace.com or call Customer Service at 800-323-0082